
Series summary: Spin-off of the science fiction movies which chronicles the town of Perfection, Nevada and its odd collection of residents who are threatened by various mutant species resulting from the accidental release of a gene-blending substance called “Mixmaster” from a secret government lab. “Mixmaster” was developed for use in the Vietnam War by the military which wanted to hybridize species for use in the jungle.

Project 4-12 (6/27/03)

Credits: director, Chuck Bowman; writer, John Schulian.

Cast: Victor Browne, Michael Gross, Christopher Lloyd, Branscombe Richmond, J.D. Walsh.

Summary: Larry Norvel (Walsh) returns to Perfection to learn more about Cletus Poffenberger (Lloyd), one of the original scientists on the “Mixmaster” project. The Vietnam War roots of the project are revealed.
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